
Ionic Foot Spa Form 

 DETAILS  

 

NAME IN FULL:  ________________________________________________________________________________________ 

ADDRESS: ________________________________________________________________________________________ 

PHONE:  ______________________________EMAIL: ____________________________________________________ 

EMERGENCY CONTACT:  ____________________________________PHONE: ________________________________________ 

IMPORTANT 

 

In combination with a healthy life style, ionic footbaths can help you to reduce stress and so help maintain long term wellness, 

however, people who should not use ionic footbath therapy include: 

● Women who are pregnant or nursing ● Anyone with a weak heart ● Anyone with open foot wounds, broken or irritated skin on 

the feet ● Anyone with low blood sugar or diabetes should consult with a doctor before having the Ionic Cleanse Therapy performed 

● Anyone with a pacemaker or who takes heart-regulating medicines ● Anyone who has had an organ transplant who is taking 

medication to prevent rejection ● Anyone taking any type of medication which if purged or excreted would incapacitate them 

mentally or physically 

NOTE:  Potential Skin irritation and sores may appear on feet after using the Ionic footbath  

The body will continue to eliminate toxins after the foot bath is completed, making extra water intake essential. Tiredness may be 

experienced after the treatment, as the body needs a little time to recuperate after having toxins liberated from your system. 

    

 

CONSENT 

 

Ionic Footbath Therapy is not meant to cure, prevent, treat or diagnose any disease or health condition. Ionic Footbath Therapy is 

not a substitute for medical treatment. If you have any health problems, issues or questions, consult your primary health care 

provider.  

By signing below you agree to the following. I have completed this form to the best of my ability and knowledge and agree to inform 

my therapist / spa professional if any of the above information changes at any time. I have read and understand the information 

contained in this form and that I will not hold Oasis Hub, or employees / contractors, liable for any physical, mental, problems or 

complications that may result from, the Ionic Cleanse Footbath session. 

 

SIGNED: ________________________________________________DATE: _________________________________ 

 

 


